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What’s in it
for you?
Lower Cost

Organizations now have greater visibility on the benefits provided by
object-based storage solutions regarding scalability and lower costs.
The problem with moving to a new storage solution is that not all user
workflows and applications will be compatible without modification.
A modern and well-designed solution is needed that bridges the
gap between applications and the object storage layer that actually
increases user productivity.
Scality and Storage Made Easy® have created a solution that enables
users across cloud and object storage environments to easily and securely
access, store, and share files from any desktop or mobile device. The
solution utilizes the Storage Made Easy Enterprise File FabricTM platform
to bring enterprise file content services, secure sharing, collaboration,
and cross-cloud migration capabilities to the Scality RING platform.
The Enterprise File FabricTM can provide users access to their
data through desktop applications like a network file system with
native drive access for Windows, Mac, and Linux inclusive of file
locking, versioning, commenting, and permission capabilities. Data
can be synchronized locally and shared globally through native
integration with Microsoft Office, OpenOffice, and Mac Mail.
The combined solution will also enable organizations to collaborate
efficiently through desktop and web-based tools and via mobile
applications and devices. Features that will enhance day to day
activities include markup and PDF annotation, file activity monitoring,
full text search, and leverage archives and audit logs as needed.
Storage Made Easy will also enable organizations to migrate to a highly
scalable object-based storage solution such as the Scality RING from
existing storage. The combined solution will help any business be agile
and reduce operating costs and the complexity of storage at a large scale.

Scality and Storage Made Easy® have created a solution
that enables users across cloud and object storage
environments to easily and securely access, store,
and share files from any desktop or mobile device.

Scality & Storage Made Easy
enable organizations to replace
expensive site-locked NAS file
systems with comprehensive
internet-friendly file and object
services backed by private cloud
storage at exabyte-scale at a cost
point that is comparable to tape.

Data Protection
Enforce data security policies
across legacy, private and
public cloud storage providers
in one place. IT can enforce
hierarchical, role-based access,
sharing, and encryption policies
across the Scality RING. Want to
limit downloads or reject weak
passwords? No problem! Audit
trails and archive capabilities
provide peace of mind.

Data Right Now
Now Users can keep all data online
(active archive) moving multigigabyte files as easily as they
move office documents. M-Stream™
file transfer acceleration speeds
up the uploading, downloading
and replication of very big files
between storage systems, clouds
and intra-data center too.

Search Index
Find the right data quickly through
a metadata and content index.
Users only see results they are
authorized to see. Add transcription,
object detection and enhanced
metadata for media files and others.
Mobile, desktop and web-based
applications provide fast access.
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User Access
Desktop, Mobile,
Web, Email Plugins

Search
Across storage
Discover PII

Security
ACLs, audit trail,
IdP, policies

Fast Transfers
Upload, download,
server-to-server

Migration
Cross-cloud
convert and copy
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Enterprise File FabricTM
1 ﬁle = 1 object
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Enterprise File FabricTM allows IT to regain control
of cloud and storage sprawl unifying private and
public file and object storage into a single converged
infrastructure that can be more easily be managed,
supporting organizational governance and audit
controls. Users can securely sync files, share and
collaborate through native desktop and mobile
applications, Office plugins and O/S drives. The
company focuses on two large and emerging markets.
The first is data security, encompassing governance
and compliance, and the second is the large and
growing cloud market (public and private) for which
SME has a large footprint and strong channel partners.
To learn more, visit www.storagemadeeasy.com

About Scality Scality builds the most powerful

storage tools to make data easy to protect, search
and manage anytime, on any cloud. We give
customers the autonomy and agility necessary to be
competitive in a data-driven economy. Recognized
as a leader in distributed file and object storage by
Gartner and IDC, we help you to be ready for the
challenges of the fourth industrial revolution.
Let us show you how.

Follow us on Twitter @scality and visit us at www.scality.com to learn more.
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